Usewood Forest Master

- Weight 2100 kg
- Width 1,5 m
- Length 3,8 m
- Ground distance 0,4 m
- Crane length 3,8 m, in brush wood cutting 5 m
- Crane lifting capacity 350 kg
- Max. pressure 200 bar
- Rexroth hydraulics, 0-100 l/ min, LUDV-valves
- 24V volt Bosch-Rexroth control system
- Hydraulic transmission
- Articulated seering
- Bogies, eight wheel drive
- Kubota D902 18kW (23.5 hp)
- Fuel consumption 15-20 l / 8 h
- Safety cabin
- LED working lights
- RECS control system to monitor environment and react
- Individual settings for driver

Power for young forest management

Usewood Pro small harvester is designed for professional use as a working machine in the management of sapling stands. The new Usewood Pro is 1.5 metres wide, weighs 2000 kg, and is equipped with versatile accessories. Computer assisted functions can help driver in his access.

Usewood Pro is easy to use, is low in operation costs, and provides excellent work results. Usewood Pro can be transported from site to site on a trailer. Thanks to its winter equipment and efficient working lights, Usewood Pro works diligently every day of the year.
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